Wildlife Rescue

All injured wildlife found in Santa Clara county should be directly transported to the Wildlife Center of Silicon Valley (WCSV). If WCSV is closed, please refer to WCSV’s website for how to manage wildlife until WCSV re-opens.

If you find injured wildlife, we recommend you take the following actions to help—

Wildlife Center of Silicon Valley (WCSV) can provide immediate care to all injured wildlife. You should directly transport any injured animal to WCSV, so that it may receive immediate care. If WCSV is closed, please refer to their website for how to manage an animal. If the animal is not injured, it should not be picked-up and transported. Please call WCSV if you have concerns with a non-injured wildlife animal or a large injured wild animal that cannot safely be transported.

Wildlife Center of Silicon Valley
3027 Penitencia Creek Road
San Jose, CA, 95132
408-929-9453 (929-WILD)

An additional resource may be:

Ohlone Humane Society Wildlife
37175 Hickory St.
Newark, CA 94560
(510) 797-9449